### NEW RECORD FOR APRIL

#### 1900-01 GRAIN FLEET FROM PORTLAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Amounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### RIVER AND HARBOUR WORK

#### WHAT YOU DO AT ORANGE STREAMS IN MARCH.

- Reach of Columbia River West the subject of present improvements.

### THE PALATIAL

- Women are like flowers. Just look at them. How perfect and full of life they are! You dare not approach some, but you cannot help being attracted by others. As flowers vary, so do the women. Some are as perfect as the most select. Some are just so-so and not very true to type. Some are not worth a second glance. How they vary in every kind of flowers! It is the same with women.

### Progress

- in civilization is marked by refinement of food. The thought of cooking with grease from the filthy hog is offensive to intelligent people. There is no hog fat in

#### White Cottolene

- nothing but pure vegetable oil and choice beef tallow. It is recommended by eminent physicians and expert cooks, and used every day by thousands of discriminating housewives in preference to all other cooking fats. Why don't YOU try a pull and be convinced of its superiority.

---

### OTHER ARTICLES

#### ELECTRICAL

- The National Electric Light Association has been organized, and the Hall of Electricity is being erected in New York for Exposition purposes. The project is estimated to cost $5,000,000. The building will be a landmark in the history of electrical invention and development.

---

#### LE ROY CIGAR

- The N. & S. Parker Company of Glenorfe, Ore., is agreed to be the manufacturers of the finest cigars in the world. They offer a smoke that is pleasant and exhilarating, and one that can be enjoyed without any risk of injury to the lung or throat. The company is located in the heart of a region where the best tobacco is grown.

---

#### PENNYROYAL PILLS

- These pills are guaranteed to cure every known form of influenza, cold, and fever. They are administered simply and without injury. They are taken at the rate of one tablet every three hours, and the patient is cured in a few days.

---

#### ADDRESSES

- Serving an address, a telephone number is often called for. It is important to give a correct number, and to give it in a clear and concise manner. The number should be given as clearly as possible, and it should be given in a way that will be easily remembered.